
Introduction

1. This book has three goals: methodological, critical, pragmatic. It questions
the way economic models deal with ignorance and uncertainty, and proposes
alternative modeling strategies. It questions some of the main insights of the
literature, and observes that they are sometimes a result of special features
of our models. Last, it questions the high degree of mathematical technicality
embodied in many standard economic analyses and suggests how one might
reduce it.

These goals are linked. One element of the connection stems from how
ignorance is typically modeled, via the Bayesian methodology, which consists
of making precise what is not known: if you don’t know the number of balls
in an urn, define the range of plausible numbers and a probability distribution
over them. This allows the analyst to artificially quantify the unknown but it
embodies significant technical sophistication, often foregoing plausibility and
parsimony.

A second element lies in the exercise of modeling itself, which attempts to
combine two often conflicting perspectives, that of the analyst, who takes an
omniscient perspective, describing in detail an artificial economic environment
to be analyzed, and that of the agent, not meant to be omniscient, who is
nevertheless assumed to know or behave as if he knew the details of the model.

A third element rests on how perceptions are handled in standard
models. Typically, perceptions are modeled as a probability distribution over
consequences and come with the recipe that defines how to use them, namely
through expected utility maximization. In practice, a perception is akin to
an ingredient in search of a recipe. A perception is useless if one does not
know how to use it. A perception may sometimes be misleading, and better
discarded. Information has to do both with what one perceives, and with one’s
ability to use and benefit from what one perceives.

2. This book is more generally about modeling. As emphasized in many
economics and game theory textbooks, models are meant to illuminate some
aspects of an economic problem or strategic situation, to shape intuition, or
to help us detect when intuition is flawed. In this quest, the analyst inevitably
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makes simplifications and approximations, and focuses on the ingredients that
seem most relevant while omitting those that seem of second-order importance
and would only distract us.

Simple models have a virtue. However, eventually, we are interested in a
simple model only to the extent that we believe that it captures an essential
aspect of behavior present in real-world problems. A challenge is that in the
process of simplifying the environment, some irrelevant details may become
salient, or acquire undue importance. We may think that a simple model of
auction should consider agents whose values are either high or low, say 100
or 10. If we analyze such a model, behavior will eventually be driven by the
particular values 100 and 10, and the hoped-for simplification may become the
seed for complex behavior driven by the analyst’s particular choice of values
(100 and 10).

A seemingly easy fix to such a concern would be to define a richer
environment in which values can take any value from 10 to 100. Yet, the fix is
often an illusion. Other, less obvious details such as the value of the upper
limit 100 may acquire undue importance, and without care, we may make
predictions that hinge on agents behaving as though they could determine,
among other things, that having a value close to 100 also means likely having
the highest value for the object.

This book is about understanding why and when some details of models
have undeserved importance (Part I and Part II), and about suggesting means
to avoid this (Part III).

3. In short, a modeling exercise consists of finding an appropriate balance
between a possibly rich economic environment – yet simple enough to be
handled mathematically – and a set of instruments (or strategies) with which
we endow the agents, thereby enabling them to adjust to that environment.
When the balance is off, for example when an agent is endowed with a set of
instruments that gives him implausible powers of discernment, some irrelevant
details of the environment description can take on unwarranted importance
because agents end up behaving as if they were knowledgeable of special
aspects of the environment that were introduced solely as simplifying modeling
devices. When this happens, a model’s predictions can be driven by the inner
structure of the model rather than reflecting true economic forces, or they can
fail to account for relevant forces (Part II).

How can an analyst restore the balance between the economic environment
considered and the instruments or strategies provided to each agent to
exploit it?

The usual path consists of further enriching the environment. As suggested
in our auction example, if it is too easy for agents to exploit the structure of the
basic model, one might decrease their knowledge about their environment. The
Bayesian methodology accomplishes this by introducing further uncertainty,
defining a more complex model in which parameters of the basic model are
realizations of a random variable.
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Often, however, enriching the environment comes at the expense of
parsimony, with no guarantee, as our auction example suggests, that the
balance is restored. Also, in standard models, a richer environment often
implies a richer set of instruments as well: rather than choosing a bid
when one’s value is 10 and a bid when one’s value is 100, in the enriched
environment, the potential buyer may in principle choose a bid for each value
realization between 10 and 100.

This book suggests an alternative. It advocates direct restrictions on the
set of instruments with which agents are endowed. We do not necessarily
argue against enriching the environment, but rather against simultaneously
enriching the set of instruments available to the agent. In Part III, we provide
several standard economic environments and suggest plausible strategy
restrictions. The models considered are possibly quite rich, in the sense that the
economic environment (what the agent cares about, what the agent perceives)
takes values in a continuum. Despite the richness, they are strategically
simple.

In summary, analysts typically prefer simple models. What makes a model
complex is not the profusion of data assumed to be available to the agent,
but the degree to which agents are able to process the data: what is the
range of possible behaviors allowed? A model may be descriptively rich, yet
strategically simple. Part III considers models that are rich enough to avoid
triviality, and yet simple strategically, with a single dimension of behavior
examined at a time.

4. Ignorance and uncertainty. Our work has been driven by pragmatism, and
the desire to convey economic intuition as simply as possible. We believe
the exercise also contributes to the debate on how to model ignorance and
uncertainty.

There has been a huge effort to extend economic models to worlds in which
agents face uncertainty or ignore some aspects of the situations that they face.
The work of Savage (1954) is the culmination of this effort, leading to a
representation of decision making under uncertainty in which agents make
choices as if they had a utility function over consequences and a personal
probability distribution (or belief) over consequences, and used that belief to
maximize expected utility.

This way of thinking about ignorance remains today at the heart of the
economist’s toolbox. We refer to this as the Bayesian methodology: for
any aspect of a problem where the analyst thinks the agent lacks complete
knowledge, define the possible realizations of that aspect and a probability
distribution over them.

Another challenge has been to incorporate the methodology into economic
models. In itself, the methodology places no restrictions on what agents
believe. Beliefs mirror what agents choose. An agent may choose to bet all
his fortune on a horse named Daisy, thereby reflecting his belief that Daisy is
a sure win. However, if one wants to study horse races in which there is some
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uncertainty about the winner, a model that assumes that an agent could have
arbitrary beliefs such as the above one seems too flexible.

In practice, analysts typically impose discipline on how beliefs are incor-
porated into models. Discipline can be imposed by assuming that the agent’s
belief bears some relationship with the actual “chance” that this particular
horse wins, however questionable defining this “chance” objectively might
be. More generally, it is achieved by assuming a consistency condition on
beliefs, taking the form of a possibly stochastic relationship between signals
(capturing perceptions) and states (capturing elements or aspects of the
environment).1

For example, suppose we wish to model how an agent reacts to hunger,
where hunger is used as a proxy for the level of depletion of the reserves in
the agent’s body. As an analyst, one may posit a stochastic relationship (or
probability distribution) between hunger levels and the level of reserves. Then,
to any hunger perception, the analyst (and the agent if he knows the model)
may associate a belief – a probability distribution over reserve levels.

5. There are two well-known difficulties with the approach described above.
First, it often gives rise to an overly precise representation of what the agent
is supposed to be ignorant about. Probabilistic beliefs are an instrument
invented by analysts to structure, analyze and describe the behavior of agents.
Yet, by and large, as a positive description of behavior, beliefs remain a
somewhat implausible construct. Not because agents would not form beliefs;
agents undoubtedly have some elements of likelihood in mind when making a
decision. But whatever form agents’ beliefs actually take, they are surely more
casual than what the Bayesian methodology assumes.

Second, when the consistency route mentioned above is adopted, the
approach potentially gives rise to an overly accurate representation of what the
agent knows.2 To illustrate with an extreme example, one might be ignorant
of whether the square root of 73,057 is above or below 281.56, or unable to
say whether it is above or below 281.56 within 5 seconds.3 Since there is
an objective answer to that question (281.56 is larger than the square root of
73,057), the consistency route that assumes there is a stochastic relationship

1 In games, incorporating the Bayesian methodology has been done by assuming a consistency
condition among beliefs held by different players (Harsanyi). Myerson (2004, page 1824)
justifies this consistency condition as follows: “If we can assume any arbitrary characteristics
for the individuals in our model, then why could we not explain the surprising behavior even
more simply by assuming that each individual has a payoff function that is maximized by this
behavior? Thus, to avoid such trivialization of the economic problem, applied theorists have
generally limited themselves to models that satisfy Harsanyi’s consistency assumption.”

2 Or, more generally, driven too much by the distribution chosen by the analyst, an assumption
made for lack of a better model, for her convenience only.

3 This example can be seen as a variation of one provided in Lipman (1999), which we shall
discuss in Chapter 21. See also Chapter 5. The example is extreme because, to the analyst, there
is no underlying uncertainty about the correct answer.
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between the correct answer and the agent’s perception necessarily restricts
beliefs to the correct answer, in spite of the fact that the agent might only
have a vague impression about whether one number exceeds the other.

More generally, even in problems where the analyst assumes some uncer-
tainty over the underlying state, the consistency route does not simply provide
a mechanism to translate signals or perceptions into a precise belief; it also
provides a perfect guide to using these perceptions, as though that information
was always immediately available to the agent – the agent just needs to
maximize expected utility given the belief associated with the perception.

In practice, I can have erroneous perceptions that a particularly dangerous
activity is safe, or that betting on Daisy is a sure win: perceptions are
signals that one might use, and sometimes profitably ignore or take with
caution. The conclusion that some perceptions should be ignored or taken with
caution constitutes information, and this information may or may not be easily
available to the agent, or easily quantified.

Said differently, a perception is like an ingredient without a recipe. To
accompany your asparagus with a sauce mousseline, you may know that you
need oil, butter, whipped cream, eggs and heat, but if you don’t know how to
combine those ingredients, you won’t come close to a sauce mousseline, and
if you don’t keep track of temperature, you will end up with a greasy omelet.

This book is an attempt to address the idea that perceptions are one thing,
learning to deal with them is another. It is an attempt to disentangle perceptions
and information, to disentangle ingredients and recipes, and to disentangle the
data the agent gets from the various ways he may use it. Accurate perceptions
are valuable, as quality products may improve a meal. But information also
stems from the ability to determine the profitable uses of perceptions.

6. This book argues that one cannot eschew drawing a precise connection
between the specific conditions agents face and how they perceive them. As for
the consistency route, this connection is defined by the analyst and represented
as a joint distribution over specific conditions and perceptions. However, in
light of the discussion above:

(i) we are agnostic about the mathematical form taken by perceptions,
favoring, when possible, simpler mathematical objects having plausible
interpretations;

(ii) we do not assume that agents know the distribution, but assume that
by comparing experience from different strategies, they identify which
performs best;

(iii) we avoid assumptions that facilitate agents’ overly exploiting that
distribution, and we do this by limiting a priori the strategies available
to each agent. In this constrained world, “information” will embody not
only the perceptions or the data that an agent gets, but also what she can
make of them – for example, the set of possible recipes available (or made
available) to her.
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In short, we do not propose a universal way to deal with ignorance
and uncertainty. Different economic environments and different degrees of
sophistication call for different ingredients and different recipes. Part III is like
a cookbook. For each kind of dish, it proposes basic ingredients and a basic
set of recipes, from which each agent finds the one most suited to her taste.
We do not claim that there is a unique way to define the set of recipes. We aim
for a basic cookbook, characterizing what seems to us essential aspects of a
number of strategic phenomena. Other sets of recipes, possibly characterizing
other ways by which agents comprehend their strategic environment, and
possibly conforming better with experimental evidence, would shape results
and intuitions differently. In the end, one must judge the various restrictions
on the set of strategies allowed to the agent by their usefulness in shaping our
thinking and understanding of strategic behavior, and their empirical support.
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